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001 BI08201 Ask all. 

Hello, I am following up on a survey for the Ministry of Health and wish to speak to [name] who completed a survey for the 

Ministry of Health before. 

I'm [SAY NAME] and I'm calling from Roy Morgan Research on behalf of the Ministry. 

1   Person who answered call is the named respondent 

2   Named respondent is not available 

3   Person on phone refuses to call respondent 

4   Person on phone is unsure or hesitates 

5   Person on phone calls named respondent 

002 BI08208 Ask if 002/BI208=1 or 5. 

Hello, I am calling on behalf of the Ministry of Health regarding the phone survey on smoking that you completed about this 

time last year. You may recall that the survey is being conducted by an international group of universities in many countries 

around the world. 

We are calling to check that you are willing to answer the follow-up survey that would take around 30-40 minutes. 

1   Continue; respondent on phone 

2   Respondent refuses interview 

3   Unable to continue 

003 BI08425 

(Prev. 

BI08225) 

Ask if 002/BI208=2 or 001/BI201=4. 

This is an important survey because it is being conducted among smokers as well as non-smokers throughout the world. It's 

very important for the accuracy of the survey for people who agreed to do the survey to actually complete it. That is why we 

have sent you a $20 voucher as a token of appreciation for your time. 

Will you help us now by completing the survey today? 

We can arrange another time for you to complete the survey if this time is not convenient. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Make appointment 

004 BI08251 Ask if (001/BI201=2 or 3) or (002/BI208=3). 

Enter reason for being unable to continue. 

“Thank you for your time and assistance, goodbye” 

1   Household refusal to get respondent 

2   Respondent is unavailable this wave 

3   Respondent has died 

4   New respondent number given 

5   No new respondent number given 
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6   Respondent calls to withdraw (supervisor use only) 

9   Don't know 

005 BI08900 “Thank you for your time and assistance, goodbye” 

006 BI08229 Ask if 002/BI208=1. 

We sent out a letter to update you on the follow-up survey, including a [payment], for your participation in this follow-up 

survey. Did you receive the [payment]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

007 BI08231 Ask if 006/BI229=2. 

I'm very sorry. Our mailing service sent out the letter with the [cheque/ voucher] within the last week. We fully intended for 

the [cheque/ voucher] to get to you by today and we would like you to answer the survey today, but if you would prefer 

waiting until you receive the [cheque/ voucher] before you answer the survey, we could schedule the survey in a few days 

time. 

Would you answer the survey now or would you like to wait until the letter arrives? 

1   Answer the survey now 

2   Wait 

3   Start interview again 

008 BI08235 Ask all. 

All personal information, including your name, address, and survey answers will be kept strictly confidential and will not be 

shared with any person or group that is not associated with this survey. Identifying information (which is not attached to the 

responses themselves) will be kept in secure locations by the Ministry of Health and Roy Morgan. 

  

Would you be willing to spend about 30-40 minutes to answer the survey? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Make appointment 

4   Start interview again 

009 BI08241 

(Prev. 

BI08237) 

Ask if 008/BI235=2. 

When would be a more convenient time to complete the survey? 

1   Answer the survey now 

2   Wait 

3   Start interview again 

010a BI08439 

(Prev. 

BI08239) 

Ask if 009/BI241=2. 

We understand how you feel. We really appreciate your participation in the first survey. The difference between this and most 

other surveys is that this is an international research project and we are talking to the same people a number of times to 

better understand what affects their opinions and smoking behaviour. This is why your participation is so important to us. 

Can we just start with a few questions and see how it goes? 
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1   Yes 

2   No 

010b BI08255 

(Prev. 

BI08245) 

Ask all. 

Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in our survey. Before we begin, I'll mention that some of the questions ask 

you about the last 6 months: that means any time from [6M Anchor] until now. Other questions ask you about the time 

since the last survey, about [LSD]. Also, you might recognize some of the questions from the last survey. For these 

questions we are interested in what may or may not have changed since the last time we spoke. Finally, if there is any 

question you do not wish to answer, just let me know and we will skip it and go on to the next. Let's begin. 

011 QA08331 Ask if LSD smoking status=1-3. 

Have you made any attempts to stop smoking cigarettes since we last talked with you in [LSD]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Smoking in this survey refers to cigarettes only, both factory-made and roll-your-own.  Smokers of pipes and cigars who have 

quit smoking cigarettes are considered to be quitters. 

012 QA08336 Ask if 011/QA331=1. 

Are you back smoking or are you still stopped? 

1   Back smoking 

2   Still stopped 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

013 QA08337 Ask if LSD smoking status=4-6. 

The last time we spoke to you in [LSD], you were not smoking cigarettes.  Are you back smoking cigarettes or are you still 

stopped? 

1   Back smoking 

2   Still stopped 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

014 QA08341 Ask if 013/QA337=2. 

So you have been quit the entire time since [LSD QuitDate] -- is that correct? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Don't know 

Note: If respondent has quit smoking cigarettes but is smoking cigars or a pipe, say: "In this study, 'quitting' means quitting 

CIGARETTE smoking. Please answer questions about quitting based on when you quit smoking CIGARETTES." 

015a QA08441 Ask if 012/QA336=2 or 014/QA341<>1. 

When did your most recent quit attempt start?   How many days, weeks or months ago? 

1   Days 

2   Weeks 

3   Months 

4   Actual date given 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

Note: Enter code and record number or date on next screen/s 

  

If respondent mentions that they have quit in the past 2 months, say:  Would you know the actual date or number of days 

since the start of your most recent quit attempt? 

015b QA08441a (number of days ago) 

 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

015c QA08441b (number of weeks ago) 

015d QA08441c (number of months ago) 

015e QA08441d (day of month) 

015f QA08441e (month) 

01   January 

02   February 

03   March 

04   April 

05   May 

06   June 

07   July 

08   August 

09   September 

10   October 

11   November 

12   December 
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015g QA08441f (year) 

015h QA08442v (Derived variable: Number of days since start of most recent quit attempt.) 

016a QA08513a Ask if (013/QA337=1) OR ((QA337=2) AND (014/QA341=2)). 

How long were you quit for, on your quit attempt that had started on [LSD QuitDate]? 

(hours) 

 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

If response=77 or 88 or 99, go to 028/BI470. 

016b QA08513b (days) 

016c QA08513c (weeks) 

016d QA08513d (months) 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

016e QA08514v (Derived variable: number of days smoke-free spanning LSD.) 

017a QA08561 Ask if 011/QA331=1 OR (013/QA337=2 AND 014/QA341=2). 

QA336=2 or QA337=2:   In total, how many times have you tried to quit smoking since [LSD], including the current quit 

attempt? 

QA336=1 or QA337=1:   In total, how many times have you tried to quit smoking since [LSD]? 

Enter number of attempts.  Do not include quitting attempts that began before [LSD]. 

017b QA08562 Ask if 017a/QA561>50. 

Please make sure that you intend this answer of [QA561]. 

018a QA08661a Ask if (012/QA336=1 OR 013/QA337=1) AND 017a/QA561>=1. 

QA561>1:   How long ago did your most recent quit attempt end? 

Otherwise:  How long ago did your quit attempt end? 

(days) 

 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

018b QA08661b (weeks) 

018c QA08661c (months) 

018d QA08661d (day of month) 

018e QA08661e (month) 
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01   January 

02   February 

03   March 

04   April 

05   May 

06   June 

07   July 

08   August 

09   September 

10   October 

11   November 

12   December 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

018f QA08661f (year) 

018g QA08662v (Derived variable: Number of days since most recent quit attempt ended.) 

019a QA08235u 

(Prev. 

QA235) 

Ask if (012/QA336=1 OR 013/QA337=1) AND 017a/QA561>=1. 

How long were you quit for, on your most recent quit attempt? 

1   Hours 

2   Days 

3   Weeks 

4   Months 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

019b QA08235a (hours) 

 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

019c QA08235b (days) 

019d QA08235c (weeks) 

019e QA08235d (months) 

019f QA08236v (Derived variable:  Days smokefree on most recent attempt.) 

020 QA08448 Since [LSD], have you quit for longer than [max of QA236v and QA514v]? 

1   Yes 
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2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

021a QA08551a Ask if 020/QA448=1. 

What is the longest time that you stayed smoke-free since [LSD]? 

(hours) 

 

777   Not Applicable 

888   Refused 

999   Don't Know 

021b QA08551b (days) 

021c QA08551c (weeks) 

021d QA08551d (months) 

021e QA08553v (Derived variable -- maximum: (composite of QA551a-d) AND (derived variable (QA442v if QA336=2 or QA337=2 OR 

QA236v) AND QA514v:  number of days of longest time smokefree since LSD.  Note: hours<24=0 days (i.e. do not round up 

to 1 day)) 

022a QA08614 Ask if 017a/QA561>=1. 

Read out response options. 

When you made your last quit attempt, when did you choose your quit day? 

1   Chose it on the actual day when you stopped 

2   Chose it on the day before you stopped 

3   Chose it more than one day before, or 

4   Actually decided to quit after having not smoked for some other reason 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=1 or 2, go to 023/QA618. 

If response=3, go to 022b/QA615. 

Otherwise, go to 029a/QA671. 

022b QA08615 Ask if 022a/QA614=3. 

How long before? 

1   Days 

2   Weeks 

022c QA08615a (days) 

022d QA08615b (weeks) 

023 QA08618 Ask if 022a/QA614=1-3. 
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Had you been seriously thinking about quitting in the days before you finally decided to stop, or was it a spur-of-the-

moment decision? 

1   I had already been seriously thinking about quitting 

2   It was a spur-of-the-moment decision 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If the respondent says they seriously thought about quitting even one day before finally deciding to quit, code as 1. 

024 QA08617 Ask if 022a/QA614=1-3. 

On the day you quit, did you not smoke at all, or did you stop part way through the day? 

1   Did not smoke at all that day 

2   Stopped partway through the day (after smoking at least one cigarette) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

025 QA08619 Ask if 022a/QA614=4. 

How long had you not been smoking, when you decided to quit? 

1   One day or less 

2   More than one day, but less than a week 

3   1-2 weeks 

4   More than 2 weeks 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

026a QA08620 Ask if 022a/QA614=4. 

Read out responses ONLY if necessary to clarify the question. 

Select ONLY ONE; if multiple responses, record all responses in open text field. 

What was the reason you had not been smoking, prior to your decision to quit? 

1   I was ill. 

2   I wanted to see whether or how long I could go without cigarettes. 

3   Other reason or multiple reasons (specify) 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

026b QA08620o Ask if 026a/QA620=3. 

What reason(s)? 

027 BI08100 For the 6 month times, insert into script:  

   For interviews taking place during first 10 days of month=“Early” 
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   For interviews taking place during days 11-20 of month=“Middle” 

   For interviews taking place during days 21- end of month=“Late” 

 

Create string variables that will be referred to often in this program: 

     6M Anchor=“[Early/Middle/Late] [CURRENT MONTH – 6]” 

    1M Anchor=“[CURRENT MONTH – 1] [CURRENT DAY OF MONTH]” 

028 BI08470 Read if a respondent skips or refuses any of the following questions: QA211, QA701, QA706, QA711, FR307, and (for 

respondents who have quit) QA441, QA441a-f. 

I'm sorry, but this is an essential question that will help us to skip any unnecessary questions later in the survey -- if at all 

possible, we'd ask you to try to answer the question. 

029a QA08671 Ask if 017a/QA561>=1. 

Did you stop smoking suddenly or did you gradually cut down on the number of cigarettes you smoked? 

1   Stopped suddenly 

2   Cut down gradually 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

029b QA08673 Ask if 029a/QA671=2. 

Did you cut down gradually by delaying the first cigarette you had each day for longer and longer, or just by trying to smoke 

less and less? 

1   By delaying the first cigarette of the day 

2   By trying to smoke less and less 

3   Both 

030a QA08701 Ask if 012/QA336 <> 1 AND 013/QA337 <> 1. 

QA442v<=30 days:   Have you had any cigarettes, even a puff, since you quit smoking?  

QA442v>30 days:     Have you had any cigarettes, even a puff, in the last month? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If the respondent can't answer for any reason or refuses to answer, say: 

"I'm sorry but this is an essential question that will help us to skip any unnecessary questions later in the survey - if at all 

possible, we'd ask you to answer the question." 

If response=1, go to 030b/QA706. 

Otherwise, go to 034/FR309v. 

030b QA08706 Ask if 030a/QA701=1. 

Was this a slip-up or are you still allowing yourself the occasional cigarette? 
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1   Slip up 

2   Allowing an occasional cigarette 

If response=2, go to 030c/QA711. 

Otherwise, go to 034/FR309v. 

030c QA08711 Ask if 030b/QA706=2. 

Read out response options. 

How often have you allowed yourself a cigarette?   Would it be . . . 

1   Daily 

2   Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3   Less than weekly, but at least once a month 

4   Less than monthly 

If QA711=1-3, say: 

For the purposes of the survey, we will be considering people who smoke at least once a month to be smokers. 

Go to 034/FR309v. 

031 FR08301 

 [A] 

Ask if 034/FR309v at LSD=1-3 AND 012/QA336=1. 

The last time we spoke to you in [LSD], you said that you smoked [smoking status at LSD].  Do you still smoke [LSD 

status]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

032 FR08306 Ask if 031/FR301 NE 1. 

Smoking status at [LSD]=1:   Are you now smoking at least once a week, or are you smoking less than once a week but 

at least once a month? 

Smoking status at [LSD]=2:   Are you now smoking daily, or are you smoking less than once a week but at least once a 

month? 

Smoking status at [LSD]=3:   Are you now smoking daily, or are you smoking less than daily but at least once a week? 

1   Daily 

2   Weekly 

3   Monthly 

4   Less than monthly and self-described as smoker 

5   Less than monthly and self-described as quitter 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If respondent mentions less than monthly, ask: 
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"Since you smoke less than monthly, you could be considered a smoker or a quitter. Some of the questions we ask are 

different for smokers and quitters. For the purposes of this interview, would you like to be considered a smoker or a quitter?" 

033 FR08307 Ask if QA211=2. 

Do you currently smoke daily, weekly, or monthly? 

1   Daily 

2   Weekly 

3   Monthly 

4   Less than monthly and self-described as smoker 

5   Less than monthly and self-described as quitter 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If respondent mentions less than monthly, ask: 

"Since you smoke less than monthly, you could be considered a smoker or someone who has quit smoking. Some of the 

questions we ask are different for smokers and those who have quit. For the purposes of this interview, would you like to be 

considered a smoker or someone who has quit smoking?" 

 

If the respondent can't answer or for any reason refuses to answer, say: 

"I'm sorry but this is an essential question that will help us to skip any unnecessary questions later in the survey - if at all 

possible, we'd ask you to answer the question." 

034 FR08309v Derived variable: smoking status in current wave: 

 

01 – Daily smoker       (if QA711 OR FR307=1).  

02 – Weekly smoker   (if QA711 OR FR307=2).  

03 – Monthly              (if QA711 OR FR307=3-4).   

 

If QA701=2 OR QA706=1 OR QA711=4 OR FR307=5: 

 

04 – Quit in the last month             (if QA442v<=30). 

05 – Quit 1-6 months ago               (if QA442v>30 and<=180). 

06 – Quit more than 6 months ago  (if QA442v>180). 

If smoking status=1, go to 035/FR216. 

If smoking status=2, go to 036/FR226. 

If smoking status=3, go to 037/FR236. 

If smoking status=4, go to 049/SB031. 

If smoking status>4, go to 050/SB041. 

035 FR08216 Ask if 034/FR309v=1. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each day, including both factory-made and hand-rolled cigarettes? 
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Enter number of cigarettes. 

If respondent gives range (e.g. 15-20 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up if 

necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18.0). 

Go to 038/FR326. 

036 FR08226 Ask if smoking status=2. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each week, including both factory-made and hand-rolled cigarettes? 

Enter number of cigarettes. 

If respondent gives range (e.g. 15-20 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up if 

necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18.0). 

Go to 038/FR326. 

037 FR08236 Ask if smoking status=3. 

On average, how many cigarettes do you smoke each month, including both factory-made and hand-rolled cigarettes? 

Enter number of cigarettes. 

If respondent gives range (e.g. 15-20 cigarettes) and cannot be more specific, take the midpoint of the range and round up if 

necessary (e.g. 17.5 becomes 18.0). 

038 FR08326 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Do you smoke factory-made cigarettes, roll-your-own cigarettes, or both? 

1   Factory-made only 

2   Roll-your-own only 

3   Both 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If response=2 or 3, go to 039a/FR351. 

Otherwise, go to 042/BR310. 

039a FR08351 Ask if 038/FR326=2 or 3. 

Read out response options.  Select all that apply. 

Which of the following are important reasons for your smoking roll-your-own cigarettes? 

I don't think they are as bad for your health. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

039b FR08353 Having to roll them reduces the amount I smoke. 

039c FR08355 They are less expensive. 

039d FR08357 They are more satisfying. 
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039e FR08359 They taste better. 

If 038/FR326=2, go to 041/FR332. 

040a FR08331 Ask if 038/FR326=3. 

For every ten cigarettes you smoke, about how many are roll-your-own? 

Enter number of roll-your-own cigarettes.  Enter 0 if less than 1.  You can't answer more than 10. 

040b FR08333v (DMC-derived variable for balance of FM vs RYO cigs) 

1   Mainly factory-made 

2   Mainly hand-rolled -- tobacco leaf 

3   About the same 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

041 FR08332 Ask if 038/FR326=2 or 3. 

Read out. 

Do you use filters with the roll-your-own cigarettes? 

1   Usually 

2   Sometimes 

3   Never 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

042 BR08310 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Do you have a regular brand and variety of cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 043a/BR361. 

Otherwise, go to 046a/SB020. 

043a BR08361 Ask if 042/BR310=1. 

Do not read out brand names.  Code one brand only.   

Probe for details, to code as specifically as possible -- i.e. whether respondent smokes light, extra light, etc., and/ or menthol, 

and which length within their brand. 

What specific brand and variety of [cigarettes/roll-your-own cigarettes] do you smoke more than any other? 

 

7777   N/A 

8888   Refused 
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9996   No regular brand/Unbranded loose tobacco 

9997   Other (specify) 

9999   Can't say 

If necessary, say: 

"What is the name you use when you ask for your brand in the store?" 

043b BR08361o Ask if 043a/BR361=9997. 

What other brand and variety of [cigarettes/ roll-your-own tobacco] do you smoke more than any other? 

Enter text response. 

044a BR08501 Ask if 042/BR310=1. 

About how long have you been smoking [current brand]? 

1   Days 

2   Weeks 

3   Months 

4   Years 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

Enter choice of time units, or a non-response code. 

If response=1, go to 044b/BR501a. 

If response=2, go to 044c/BR501b.  

If response=3, go to 044d/BR501c.  

If response=4, go to 044e/BR501d. 

044b BR08501a Ask if 044a/BR501=1. 

About how long have you been smoking [current brand]? 

(days) 

044c BR08501b Ask if 044a/BR501=2. 

(weeks) 

044d BR08501c Ask if 044a/BR501=3. 

(months) 

044e BR08501d Ask if 044a/BR501=4. 

(number of years) 

044f BR08503 Ask if 044a/BR501=9. 

Would that be less than one year, or at least one year? 

1   Less than one year 

2   At least one year 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Can't Say 

Accept "don't know" without pressing for an answer. 

045a BR08505v (Derived variable -- composite:   BR503 and BR501a-e) 

1   Current brand smoked less than one year 

2   Current brand smoked one year or more 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

If 045a/BR505v=1, go to 045b/BR616.  

Otherwise, go to 046a/SB020. 

045b BR08616 Ask if 045a/BR505v=1. 

In choosing to smoke [current brand], was part of your decision to smoke this brand based on any of the following… 

It may not be as bad for your health? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

045c BR08626 The price? 

046a SB08020 Ask if 034/FR309v=1. 

Do not read out time units. 

Respondent can answer with one time unit, or use both hours and minutes to give a more accurate answer. 

How soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

1   Minutes 

2   Hours 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

Enter choice of time units, or a non-response code. 

If response=1, go to 046c/SB021a.  

If response=2, go to 046b/SB021b. 

046b SB08021b Ask if smoking status=1 and 046a/SB020=2. 

How soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

(number of hours) 

Must be less than 24 hours. 

046c SB08021a Ask if smoking status=1 and 046a/SB020=1. 

(number of minutes) 
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For >90 minutes, use hours field. 

047a SB08025 Ask if smoking status=2-3. 

Do not read out time units. 

Respondent can answer with one time unit, or use both hours and minutes to give a more accurate answer. 

On days that you smoke, how soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

1   Minutes 

2   Hours 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

Enter choice of time units, or a non-response code. 

If respondent says “don’t know,” accept answer and enter non-response code 9. 

If response=1, go to 047c/SB026a. 

If response=2, go to 047b/SB026b. 

047b SB08026b Ask if smoking status=2-3 and 047a/SB025=2. 

On days that you smoke, how soon after waking do you usually have your first smoke? 

(number of hours) 

Must be less than 24 hours. 

047c SB08026a Ask if smoking status=2-3 and 047a/SB025=1. 

(number of minutes) 

For >90 minutes, use hours field. 

048a SB08012v (Derived variable -- composite: total min to first cig, continuous) 

048b SB08013v (Derived variable -- composite: total min to first cig, category) 

0   More than 60 min 

1   31-60 min 

2   6 to 30 min 

3   5 min or less 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

049 SB08031 Ask if 034/FR309v=1-4. 

Read out response options. 

Do you consider yourself addicted to cigarettes?  Would you say . . . 

1   Not at all 

2   Yes -- somewhat addicted 

3   Yes -- very addicted 

7   Not Applicable 
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8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

050 SB08041 Ask if smoking status=4-6. 

Read out response options. 

How hard is it to go without smoking for a whole day? 

1   Not at all hard 

2   Somewhat hard 

3   Very hard 

4   Extremely hard 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

051 SB08051 Ask if smoking status=4-6. 

Read out response options. 

How often do you get strong urges to smoke? 

1   Never 

2   Less than daily 

3   Daily 

4   Several times a day 

5   Hourly or more often 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

052 SB08101 Ask if 034/FR309v=1-3 and 044a/BR501>=3 months. 

BR501>3 months and <10 months:   Since you started  smoking [current brand], have you noticed any changes to the 

cigarettes you usually smoke, such as in ... 

BR501>=10 months:   During the past 12 months, have you noticed any changes to the cigarettes you usually smoke, such 

as in … 

How they taste? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

053 SB08110 Ask if 034/FR309v=1-3 and 044a/BR501>=3 months. 

In some parts of the world, cigarettes are required to be less likely to start fires.  As far as you know, are the cigarettes you 

usually smoke designed to reduce the risk of fires? 

1   Yes 
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2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

If they ask what these cigarettes are, explain that these cigarettes go out more quickly when they are not being puffed. Also 

there is no difference in taste or price. 

Accept "don't know" without pressing for an answer. 

054 SB08113 Ask all. 

Research has shown that fire-safe cigarettes are less likely to cause house fires than other cigarettes. Would you support a 

law for all factory-made cigarettes to be fire safe? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

If they ask what these cigarettes are, explain that these cigarettes go out more quickly when they are not being puffed. Also 

there is no difference in taste or price. 

055 SB08114 Ask all. 

Additives like sugar are added to cigarettes to make them more attractive. Please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, 

neither agree nor disagree, disagree or strongly disagree with the government restricting additives like sugar in cigarettes? 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

056a SB08203 Ask all. 

Read out response options if necessary. 

The following questions ask you about how often you’ve had certain thoughts in the last month, that is, since [1M Anchor]. For 

each question, please answer using one of the following:    Never, Rarely, Sometimes, Often, Very Often. 

 

In the last month -- since [1M Anchor] -- how often, if at all, did you . . . 

Smoking Status=1-3:   Think about how much you enjoy smoking? 

Smoking Status=4-6:   Think about how much you enjoyed smoking? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 
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3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

056b SB08205 Smoking status=1-3:   Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to you? 

Smoking status=4-6:   Think about the harm your smoking might have been doing to you if you were still smoking? 

056c SB08207 Smoking status=1-3:   Think about the harm your smoking might be doing to other people? 

Smoking status=4-6:   Think about the harm your smoking might have been doing to other people if you were still 

smoking? 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

056d SB08211 Smoking status=1-3:   Think about the money you spend on smoking? 

Smoking status=4-6:   Think about the money you used to spend on smoking? 

057a SB08221 Ask if 034/FR309v=1-4. 

In the last month -- since [1M anchor] -- have you stubbed out a cigarette before you finished it because you thought about 

the harm of smoking? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 057b/SB226. 

Otherwise, go to 057c/SB226v. 

057b SB08226 Ask if 057a/SB221=1. 

Was that once, a few times, or lots of times? 

1   Once 

2   A few times 

3   Lots of times 

057c SB08226v (Derived variable -- composite of SB221 and SB226: Overall frequency of stubbing out without finishing.) 

0   Never 

1   Once 

2   A few times 

3   Lots of times 
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7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

  KNOWLEDGE OF HEALTH EFFECTS and TOBACCO CONSTITUENTS 
058a KN08221 Ask all. 

I am going to read you a list of health effects and diseases that may or may not be caused by smoking cigarettes.  Based on 

what you know or believe, does smoking cause . . . 

Stroke in smokers? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

058b KN08231 Impotence in male smokers? 

058c KN08246 Blindness? 

058d KN08256 Mouth and throat cancer? 

058e KN08253 Poor blood flow leading to loss of toes? 

058f KN08251 Lung cancer in non-smokers from secondhand smoke? 

058g KN08255 Asthma in children from secondhand smoke? 

058h KN08236 Being overweight in smokers? 

059a KN08411 Ask all. 

Is it true or false that . . . 

The way a smoker PUFFS on a cigarette can affect the amount of tar and nicotine a smoker takes in. 

1   True 

2   False 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

059b KN08421 The way a smoker HOLDS a cigarette can affect the amount of tar and nicotine a smoker takes in. 

059c KN08431 Filters reduce the harmfulness of cigarettes. 

059d KN08441 The nicotine in cigarettes is the chemical that causes most of the cancer. 

059e KN08442 Nicotine is the main substance in tobacco that makes people smoke. 

059f KN08512 Ask if smoking status=1-3 AND 042/BR310=1. 

The brand of cigarettes I smoke has lower levels of cancer-causing chemicals than other cigarettes. 
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  WARNING LABELS 
060 WL08201 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last month -- that is, since [1M anchor] -- how often, if at all, have you noticed the warning labels on cigarette 

packages? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 062/WL221. 

Otherwise, go to 061/WL211. 

061 WL08211 Ask if 060/WL201=2-9. 

Read out response options. 

In the last month, how often, if at all, have you read or looked closely at the warning labels on cigarette packages? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

062 WL08221 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

In the last month, have the warning labels stopped you from having a cigarette when you were about to smoke one?   Would 

you say . . . 

1   Never 

2   Once 

3   A few times 

4   Many times 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Can't Say 

063a WL08311 Ask if 034/FR309v=1-4. 

In the last month, have you made any effort to avoid looking at or thinking about the warning labels . . . 

By covering the warnings up? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

063b WL08321 By keeping the pack out of sight? 

063c WL08331 By using a cigarette case or some other pack? 

063d WL08341 By not buying packs with particular labels? 

064a WL08411 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels make you think about the health risks of smoking? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little 

3   Somewhat 

4   A lot 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

064b WL08421 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to quit smoking? 

064c WL08431 Ask if smoking status=4-6. 

To what extent, if at all, do the warning labels on cigarette packs make you more likely to stay quit? 

065a WL08449 

(Prev. 

WL08448) 

Ask all. 

Do not read out response options.  Select the first one mentioned. 

On the outside of tobacco packets there is a 0800 telephone number. What organisation or service do you get if you call it? 

1   Quitline/ quitting support 

2   Helpline 

3   Information on smoking 

4   Product complaints 

5   Tobacco company 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

97   Other (specify) 
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99   Don't know 

Explain if necessary: The number is 0800 778 778. Also we are asking about the number on the OUTSIDE of the pack – not 

the phone number that is under the cover and inside the pack 

If response=97, go to 065b/WL449o. 

Otherwise, go to 066/WL507. 

065b WL08449o 

(Prev. 

WL08448o

) 

Ask if 065a/WL449=97. 

What other organization or service? 

Enter text response. 

066 WL08507 

(Prev. 

WL449) 

Ask all. 

Do you think that cigarette packages should have more health information than they do now, less information, or about the 

same amount as they do now? 

1   Less health information 

2   About the same 

3   More health information 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

  ANTI-SMOKING CAMPAIGNS 

067 AD08624 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

In the last month -- that is, since [1M anchor] -- have you seen cigarette packages displayed at the place where you usually 

buy your tobacco? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

068 AD08201 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Thinking about everything that happens around you, in the last 6 months -- since [6M anchor] -- how often have you 

noticed things that promote smoking? Would that be . . . 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 
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7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

Doesn’t have to be advertising – anything promoting smoking (including the content of movies or television, or even pack 

displays in shops). 

069 AD08411 Ask all. 

In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M anchor] -- have you noticed . . . 

Special price offers for cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

070a AD08601 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Now, I want to ask you about the media more generally.  First, thinking about news stories relating to smoking or tobacco 

companies that might have been on TV, radio, or in the newspapers. 

In the last 6 months -- that is, since [6M Anchor] -- about how often, if at all, have you seen or heard a news story about 

smoking? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

If response=2-5, go to 070b/AD606. 

Otherwise, go to 071/AD611. 

070b AD08606 Ask if 070a/AD601=2-5. 

On balance, how did the news stories portray smoking?  Were they . . . 

1   All pro-smoking 

2   Mostly pro-smoking 

3   Equally pro- and anti-smoking 

4   Mostly anti-smoking 

5   All anti-smoking 

071 AD08611 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 
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Now thinking about the entertainment media, like movies, TV programs, and magazines. 

In the last 6 months -- since [6M Anchor] -- about how often, if at all, have you seen people smoking in the entertainment 

media? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

072 AD08701 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Now I would like you to think about advertising or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or encourages quitting. 

In the last 6 months -- since [6M anchor] -- how often, if at all, have you noticed such advertising or information? 

1   Never 

2   Rarely 

3   Sometimes 

4   Often 

5   Very often 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

073a AD08711 Ask all. 

Read out each source of information. 

In the last 6 months, have you noticed advertising or information that talks about the dangers of smoking, or encourages 

quitting . . . 

On television? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

073b AD08716 On radio? 

073c AD08721 At the movies? 

073d AD08726 On posters or billboards? 

073e AD08731 In newspapers or magazines? 
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073f AD08736 On shop windows or inside shops where tobacco is sold? 

074a AD08737a Ask all. 

Now thinking about how cigarettes are displayed in shops. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neight agree nor 

disagree, disagree or strongly disagree with the following statement. 

If cigarettes were not displayed in shops, this would make it less likely that children would start smoking. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

074b AD08737b Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following 

statement. 

If cigarettes were not displayed in shops, this would it easier for people who want to quit smoking to succeed. 

075a AD08629 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Do you support complete bans on displays of cigarettes inside shops?  Would you say… 

1   Not at all 

2   Somewhat 

3   A lot 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

075b AD08630a I am going to read you a list of ideas for how tobacco products might be sold. Please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, 

neither agree nor disagree, disagree or strongly disagree with the following statement. 

Tobacco products should only be sold in special places where children are not allowed to go? 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

If respondent asks what sort of places these are, say: "A pub or in the future a special tobacco store with an age restriction". 

075c AD08630b Tobacco products should only be sold in special places where quitting products are also sold? 
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075d AD08630c The number of places allowed to sell tobacco products should be reduced gradually to make them less easily available? 

076 Sointro Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

These next questions are about cigarette prices and where you get your cigarettes. 

077a SO08321 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Do not read out response options. 

Where do you buy or get MOST of your cigarettes [or tobacco]? 

01   Convenience stores, petrol stations, news stand / kiosk or news agent, dairy 

02   Supermarket/Grocer shop, discount grocery shops, etc., e.g., Park and Save, Countdown, New World, Foodtown, 

Woolworths, Four Square 

03   Bar/pub, restaurant, casino, game room, or other entertainment establishment. 

04   Discount Tobacco Outlet Store (e.g., “smoke and save,” “tobacco king,” “cheap cigarettes,” “smoke smart” etc.), 

tobacconist/ specialty tobacco shops. 

05   Liquor store or bottle shop. 

06   Vending machines. 

09   Duty free shop. 

10   Outside of the country (but not at a duty free shop); 

11   Using a free phone number. 

12   On the Internet (including online supermarket shopping). 

13   From someone else (not at a store, shop or other mainstream establishment) selling cigarettes independently 

and/or illegally, perhaps at local markets, door-to-door, or just in the street. 

14   From a friend or relative. 

15   Other   (specify) 

76   Don't remember any details of last purchase 

77   N/A 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If respondent says "store" or "shop" ask: "would that be a convenience store or petrol station, a supermarket, or a discount 

store?   If you're not sure about store category, don't guess. Code other (15) and record the verbatim store name. 

If response=15, go to 077b/SO321o. 

077b SO08321o Ask if 077a/SO321=15. 

Where else do you buy most of your [cigarettes/ tobacco]? 

Enter text response. 

078 SO08501 Ask if smoking status=1-5. 

In the last 6 months, have you made any other special effort to buy cigarettes [or tobacco] that are less expensive than you 

can get from local stores? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 
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8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

079 PU08621 Ask if smoking status=1-5. 

In the last 6 months, have you spent money on cigarettes that you knew would be better spent on household essentials like 

food? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

080 DE08220 Ask all. 

In the last month -- that is, since [1M anchor] -- because of a shortage of money, were you unable to pay any important 

bills on time, such as electricity, telephone or rent bills? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

081 PU08688 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

What do you think about the amount of tax on tobacco products? 

1   It is far too high 

2   It is a bit too high 

3   It is just right 

4   It is a bit too low 

5   It is far too low 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

082 PU08689 Ask all. 

Would you support an increase in the tax on tobacco if all the extra money was used to promote healthy lifestyles, including 

helping smokers wanting to quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 
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083a LM08112 

(Prev. 

LM08310a

) 

Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

BR310=1, ask:  We are interested in the experiences you have with the cigarettes you smoke.  Thinking about the cigarettes 

you usually smoke in relation to other cigarettes, are your cigarettes . . . 

BR310<>1, ask:  We are interested in the experiences you have with the cigarettes you smoke.  Thinking about the 

cigarettes you are currently smoking in relation to other cigarettes, are your cigarettes . . . 

Lighter in taste or more intense in taste? 

1   Lighter 

2   About the same 

3   More intense 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

083b LM08113 

(Prev. 

LM08310b

) 

Harsher or smoother on your throat? 

1   Harsher 

2   About the same 

3   Smoother 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

083c LM08361 

(Prev. 

LM08310c

) 

Ask all. 

To what extent do any of the following give YOU useful information on how cigarettes will taste: 

Terms like Light and Mild, written on the pack? 

1   Not at all 

2   A little 

3   Somewhat 

4   A lot 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Don't Know 

083d LM08363 

(Prev. 

LM08310d

) 

Ask if smoking status=1-5. 

Terms like Smooth and Ultra written on the pack? 

083e LM08365 

(Prev. 

LM08310e

) 

The colours of the pack itself? 
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083f LM08367 

(Prev. 

LM08310f) 

The rated tar and nicotine levels of the brand? 

084a LM08311 Ask all. 

Over the years tobacco companies have distinguished what they call “regular strength” or “full-flavoured” cigarettes from 

others variously described as “Light” or “Mild”.  For the following questions, I will refer to all types of light, mild, and low tar 

cigarettes as “Light Cigarettes.” 

 

Please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the 

following statements about light cigarettes. 

Light cigarettes make it easier to quit smoking. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

084b LM08321 Light cigarettes are less harmful than regular-strength cigarettes. 

084c LM08341 Smokers of light cigarettes take in less tar than smokers of regular-strength cigarettes. 

085 LM08222 Ask all. 

Do not read out response options, but if respondent says ‘easy’ or ‘difficult’, prompt with 'Is that VERY [easy/ difficult] or 

FAIRLY [easy/ difficult]'? 

Smoking status=1-3:   When you smoke a cigarette, is it easy or difficult to tell if it is a regular-strength variety or a light 

one, just from the experience of smoking it? 

Smoking status=4-6:   Is it easy or difficult to tell if a cigarette is a regular-strength variety or a light one, just from the 

experience of smoking it? 

1   Very difficult 

2   Fairly difficult 

3   Fairly easy 

4   Very easy 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

086 LM08102 Ask all. 

Do YOU think that some types of cigarettes COULD be less harmful than other types, or are all cigarettes equally harmful? 

1   Some less harmful 
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2   All equally harmful 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 087a/LM103. 

Otherwise, go to 089a/ST201. 

087a LM08103 Ask if 086/LM102=1. 

Read out each item; code yes/ no for each. 

Which of the following, if any, helps to indicate whether a cigarette brand could be less harmful compared to others? 

The taste, such as the harshness of the smoke? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

087b LM08104 The tar or nicotine levels for a brand? 

087c LM08105 Words in the name of the brand, such as "light" or "mild"? 

088 LM08109 Ask if 086/LM102=1. 

Do not read out response options. 

Smoking status=1-3:  Do you think that the brand you usually smoke, that is [current brand], might be a little less 

harmful, no different, or a little more harmful, compared to other cigarette brands? 

Smoking status=4-6:  Do you think that the brand you used to smoke, that is [current brand], might be a little less 

harmful, no different, or a little more harmful, compared to other cigarette brands? 

1   A little less harmful 

2   No different 

3   A little more harmful 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

  OTHER SMOKED TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
089a ST08201 Ask all. 

Accept 'don’t know' without pressing for an answer. 

Thinking about ALL the DIFFERENT types of tobacco products that are smoked -- that is, factory-made cigarettes, roll-your-

own, pipes, and cigars -- are any of these more harmful than the others or are they all equally harmful? 

1   All kinds are equally harmful 

2   Some kinds are less harmful than others 
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77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=2, go to 089b/ST211. 

Otherwise, go to 090/ST301. 

089b ST08211 Ask if 089a/ST201=2. 

What kind of tobacco product -- that is, factory-made cigarettes, roll-your-own, pipes, or cigars -- do you think is LEAST 

harmful? 

1   Factory-made cigarettes 

2   Roll-your-own cigarettes 

3   Pipes 

4   Cigars 

090 ST08301 Ask all. 

In the past month -- that is, since [1M anchor] -- have you used any other kind of tobacco product THAT IS SMOKED, 

besides cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 091a/ST311. 

Otherwise, go to 092a/SL301. 

091a ST08311 Ask if 090/ST301=1. 

Do not read out products.  Code all that are mentioned. 

What did you use? 

Cigars. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

1.  “Use” in the question includes just trying – i.e. include any products that the respondent has used one or more times. 

2.  If the respondent answers “chewing tobacco” or “snuff” say: “We will be asking you about smokeless products shortly. For 

the moment, do you use any other tobacco products that are SMOKED?” 

091b ST08313 Cigarillos. 

091c ST08315 Bidis. 

091d ST08317 Pipe. 
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091e ST08331 Specify other _________________________________________. 

091f ST08331o Ask if 091e/ST331=1. 

What other product did you use? 

Enter text response. 

091g ST08302v Derived variable: # smoked tobacco products used in last month (counter). 

  SMOKELESS TOBACCO PRODUCTS 
092a SL08301 Ask all. 

There are some smokeless tobacco products, such as nasal snuff or chewing tobacco, which are not burned or smoked but 

instead are usually put in the nose or mouth.   As far as you know, are any smokeless products less harmful than ordinary 

cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Never heard of smokeless tobacco products 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

Note: "Singleton's Snuff" is a nasal product that is now available in New Zealand. It is made from tobacco and put in the nose. 

If response=1, go to 092b/SL311. 

If response=2, go to 092c/SL316.  

Otherwise, go to 093/SL205. 

092b SL08311 Ask if 092a/SL301=1. 

Are they a little or a lot less harmful than ordinary cigarettes? 

1   A little less 

2   A lot less 

Go to 093/SL205. 

092c SL08316 Ask if 092a/SL301=2. 

Are they more harmful or the same as ordinary cigarettes? 

1   More harmful 

2   The same 

093 SL08205 Ask all. 

SL301 NE 1 OR (SL301=1 AND SL311 NE 2):   Suppose some smokeless tobacco products are proven to be A LOT LESS 

harmful than cigarettes.  Would you be interested in trying them as an alternative to cigarettes? 

SL301=1 AND SL311=2:   Are you interested in trying them as an alternative to cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   Maybe; don't know 

3   No 
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4   Contests proposition (i.e. doesn't believe they exist) 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If respondent asks, does this question refer to products that are safe or harmless, answer NO, just products that are a lot less 

harmful than cigarettes. 

094 SM08101 Ask all. 

Have you heard about medicines to help people stop smoking, such as Nicotine Replacement medicines like nicotine gum or 

the patch, or pills such as Zyban? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 095/SM106. 

Otherwise, go to 120/CH801. 

095 SM08106 Ask if 094/SM101=1. 

Have you EVER used any stop-smoking medicine? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 096/SM111. 

Otherwise, go to 118a/SM361. 

096 SM08111 Ask if 095/SM106=1. 

In the last year -- since [12M anchor] -- have you used any stop-smoking medicines, such as Nicotine Replacement 

medicines like nicotine gum or the patch, or other medicines that require a prescription, such as Zyban? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Can't remember 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 097a/SM161. 

Otherwise, go to 118a/SM361. 

097a SM08161 Ask if 096/SM111=1. 

Read out reasons.  Select all that apply. 
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Which of the following were reasons you used [products mentioned]? 

To stop smoking completely. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

097b SM08162 To reduce the amount you smoke. 

097c SM08163 To cope with times when you could not or were not allowed to smoke? 

097d SM08164 Or some other reason? 

097e SM08164o Ask if 097d/SM164=1. 

What other reason? 

098a SM08201 Ask if 097a/SM161=1. 

The last time you used medicines TO QUIT SMOKING, which product or combination of  products did you use?  This includes 

both Nicotine Replacement medicines and prescription medicines. 

NR medicine: Nicotine gum. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

Do not read out products, unless necessary.  Select all that apply.   We are interested in their MOST RECENT attempt to STOP 

SMOKING -- in the medicines used at that time.  We can’t use BRAND of nicotine product (e.g., Nicorette).  We want the TYPE 

of NR medicine (e.g., gum, patch).   Prescriptions are shown with both brand and generic names.  If respondent mentions 

"other", probe to classify as either “other NR medicine” (8) or “other prescription” (13).  Use “other unknown” (14) only as last 

resort.  Nicobrevin is NOT a form of NR medicine, but is a herbal smoking cessation product quite often used in NZ. 

This product or combination of products constitutes the respondent's referent for the follow-up questions. 

098b SM08202 NR medicine: Nicotine patch. 

098c SM08203 NR medicine: Nicotine lozenges. 

098d SM08204 NR medicine: Nicotine tablets (that go under the tongue). 

098e SM08205 NR medicine: Nicotine inhaler. 

098f SM08206 NR medicine: Nicotine nasal spray. 

098g SM08207 NR medicine: Nicotine water. 

098h SM08210 NR medicine: Other nicotine replacement product (specify). 

098i SM08211 Prescription:  Zyban (or Bupropion, or Wellbutrin). 

098j SM08212 Prescription:  Champix (UK, EU, AU)/ Chantix (CA, US)/ Varenicline 

098k SM08213 Prescription:  Accomplia (or Rimonabant). 
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098l SM08214 Prescription:  Nortriptyline (or Norpress). 

098

m 

SM08215 Prescription:  Other prescription medicine (specify). 

098n SM08219 Other:  Nicobrevin. 

098o SM08220 Other:  Unknown or generic medicine (specify) 

098p SM08210o Which other nicotine replacement medicine have you used? 

098q SM08215o Which other prescription medicine have you used? 

098r SM08220o Which other stop-smoking medicine have you used? 

099a SM08231 Ask if 096/SM111=1 and 097a/SM161 NE 1. 

The last time you used stop-smoking medicines, which product or combination of products did you use?  This includes both 

Nicotine Replacement medicines and prescription medicines. 

NR medicine: Nicotine gum. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

Do not read out products, unless necessary.  Select ALL that apply.   Emphasize that we are interested in their most recent use 

of stop-smoking medicines.  We can’t use BRAND of nicotine product (e.g., Nicorette).  We want the TYPE of NR medicine 

(e.g., gum, patch).   Prescriptions are shown with both brand and generic names.   If respondent mentions "other", probe to 

classify as either “other NR medicine” (8) or “other prescription” (13).  Use “other unknown” (14) only as last resort.  

Nicobrevin is NOT a form of NR medicine, but is a herbal smoking cessation product quite often used in NZ. 

This product or combination of products constitutes the respondent's referent for the follow-up questions. 

099b SM08232 NR medicine: Nicotine patch. 

099c SM08233 NR medicine: Nicotine lozenges. 

099d SM08234 NR medicine: Nicotine tablets (that go under the tongue). 

099e SM08235 NR medicine: Nicotine inhaler. 

099f SM08236 NR medicine: Nicotine nasal spray. 

099g SM08237 NR medicine: Nicotine water. 

099h SM08240 NR medicine: Other nicotine replacement product (specify). 

099i SM08241 Prescription:  Zyban (or Bupropion, or Wellbutrin). 

099j SM08242 Prescription:  Champix (UK, EU, AU)/ Chantix (CA, US)/ Varenicline 

099k SM08243 Prescription:  Accomplia (or Rimonabant). 

099l SM08244 Prescription:  Nortriptyline (or Norpress). 

099

m 

SM08245 Prescription:  Other prescription medicine (specify). 

099n SM08249 Nicobrevin is NOT a form of NR medicine, but is a herbal smoking cessation product quite often used in NZ. 
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Other:  Nicobrevin. 

099o SM08250 Other:  Unknown or generic medicine (specify) 

099p SM08240o Which other nicotine replacement medicine have you used? 

099q SM08245o Which other prescription medicine have you used? 

099r SM08250o Which other stop-smoking medicine have you used? 

100 SMRxInt Ask if any of 098i/SM211-SM215o0 / 099i/SM241-SM245o = 1. 

Thinking [first] about the PRESCRIPTION medicine[s] that you used [for this quit attempt/ most recently]… 

(1) “First” is needed if referent includes both NR medicine and prescriptions.  “For this quit attempt/ most 

recently” depends on whether last medicine use was to stop smoking. 

(2) Insert below the names of prescription products used by respondent in 098i/SM211-SM220o / 099i/SM241-

SM245o. 

101a SM08260 Ask if any of 098i/SM211-SM215o0 / 099i/SM241-SM245o = 1. 

Read out list.  Select all that apply. 

How did you get [referent prescription medicine(s)]? 

By prescription. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

101b SM08261 Over-the-counter / off the shelf. 

101c SM08262 From a friend. 

101d SM08263 Free, from a health worker. 

102a SM08265 Ask if 101a/SM260=1, 101b/SM261=1 or 101c/SM262=1. 

Read out list.  Select all that apply. 

When you bought or got [referent prescription medicine(s)], did you pay full price, get a discount, or did you get it free? 

Paid full price. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

102b SM08266 Got it at a discount. 

102c SM08267 Got it free. 

103 SM08269 Ask if any of 098i/SM211-SM215o0 / 099i/SM241-SM245o = 1. 

Are you still using [referent prescription medicine(s)]? 

1   Yes 
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2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

104a SM08270a Ask if any of 098i/SM211-SM215o0 / 099i/SM241-SM245o = 1. 

For medications used together, time includes from start of first medication used through end of last medication. 

In total, how long [have you been using / did you use] [referent prescription medicine(s)]? 

(days) 

104b SM08270b (weeks) 

104c SM08270c (months) 

105a SM08272 Ask if 103/SM269=2: 

Do not read out options. Select all that apply. 

Why did you discontinue using the medicine(s)? 

Quit / It worked 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

105b SM08273 Didn't work / Went back to smoking 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

105c SM08274 Side-effects / Made me feel sick 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

105d SM08275 Ran out. 

105e SM08276 Too expensive / Insurance coverage ran out 

105f SM08277 Stressful situation 

105g SM08278 Social situation. 

105h SM08299 Or some other reason? 

If response=1, go to 105i/SM299o. 

Otherwise, go to 106/SM309. 

105i SM08299o Ask if 105h/SM299=1. 
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What other reason? 

106 SM08309 Ask if any of 098i/SM211-SM215o0 / 099i/SM241-SM245o = 1. 

Did you smoke regularly while using [the medicine/ any of the medicines], apart from any lead-in period recommended by 

your doctor? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

107 SMNRTInt Ask if any of 098a/SM201-SM210 / 099a/SM231-SM240 = 1. 

Thinking [next] about the nicotine replacement medicine[s] that you used [for this quit attempt/ most recently] … 

If respondent asks, Nicobrevin is NOT a form of NR medicine. 

1) “Next” is needed if referent includes both NR medicine and prescriptions.  “For this quit attempt/ most 

recently” depends on whether last use was to stop smoking. 

(2) Insert below the names of NR medicine products used by respondent in 098a/SM201-SM210o / 099a/SM231-

SM240o. 

108a SM08310 Ask if 097a/SM161=1 AND any of 098a/SM201-SM210 / 099a/SM231-SM240 = 1. 

Read out list.  Select all that apply. 

How did you get [referent nicotine replacement medicine(s)]? 

By prescription. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

108b SM08311 Over-the-counter / off the shelf. 

108c SM08312 From a friend. 

108d SM08313 Free, from a health worker. 

109a SM08315 Ask if 097a/SM161=1 and any of (108a/SM310, 108b/SM311 or 108c/SM312)=1. 

Read out list.  Select all that apply. 

When you bought or got [referent Nicotine replacement medicine(s)], did you pay full price, get a discount, or did you get it 

free? 

Paid full price. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Can't Say 

109b SM08316 Got it at a discount. 

109c SM08317 Got it free. 

110 SM08329 Ask if any of 098a/SM201-SM210 / 099a/SM231-SM240 = 1. 

Are you still using [referent nicotine replacement medicine(s)]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

111a SM08330a Ask if any of 098a/SM201-SM210 / 099a/SM231-SM240 = 1. 

For medications used together, time includes from start of first medication used through end of last medication. 

In total, how long [have you been using / did you use] [referent nicotine replacement medicine(s)]? 

(days) 

111b SM08330b (weeks) 

111c SM08330c (months) 

112a SM08332 Ask if 110/SM329=2: 

Do not read out options. Select all that apply. 

Why did you discontinue using the nicotine replacement medicine(s)? 

Quit / It worked 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

112b SM08333 Didn't work / Went back to smoking 

112c SM08334 Side-effects / Made me feel sick 

112d SM08335 Ran out. 

112e SM08336 Too expensive / Insurance coverage ran out 

112f SM08337 Stressful situation 

112g SM08338 Social situation. 

112h SM08339 Or some other reason? 

If response=1, go to 112i/SM339o. 

Otherwise, go to 113/SM345. 

112i SM08339o Ask if 112h/SM339=1. 

What other reason? 

113 SM08345 Ask if 097a/SM161=1 AND any of 098a/SM201-SM210 / 099a/SM231-SM240 = 1. 
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Interviewer Notes: Say 'or' before last option. 

Did you smoke regularly while using [referent nicotine replacement medicine(s)]? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

114 SM08350 Ask if 110/SM329=1 and 111a/SM330a-f>=30 days: 

Read out response options. 

Do you consider yourself addicted to nicotine replacement medicine? 

1   Yes, strongly addicted 

2   Yes, somewhat addicted 

3   No 

4   Not sure 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

115 SM08353 Ask if 097c/SM163=3 AND any of 098a/SM201-SM210 / 099a/SM231-SM240 = 1: 

Read out response options. 

Smoking status=1-3:   How often do you use nicotine replacement medicine(s) to cope with situations where you can't 

smoke?  Would that be: 

Smoking status=4-6:   How often did you use nicotine replacement medicine(s) to cope with situations where you couldn't 

smoke?  Would that be: 

1   Daily 

2   Less than daily, but at least once a week 

3   Less than weekly, at least once a month 

4   Less than monthly 

5   I no longer use it in this way 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 

116 SM08120 Ask if 096/SM111=1. 

Since [12M Anchor], have you used any other stop-smoking medicines? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not Applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Can't Say 
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If response=1, go to 117a/SM121. 

Otherwise, go to 118a/SM361. 

117a SM08121 Ask if 116/SM120=1. 

Which other medicines did you use? 

NR medicine: Nicotine gum. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

Do not read out products, unless necessary.  Select all that apply.    We can’t use BRAND of nicotine product (e.g., Nicorette).  

We want the TYPE of NR medicine (e.g., gum, patch).  Prescriptions are shown with both brand and generic names.   “Use” 

includes just trying – include products that respondent has used at least once.   If respondent mentions "other", probe to 

classify as either “other NR medicine” (8) or “other prescription” (13).  Use “other unknown” (14) only as last resort.   

Nicobrevin is NOT a form of NR medicine, but is a herbal smoking cessation product quite often used in NZ. 

117b SM08122 NR medicine: Nicotine patch. 

117c SM08123 NR medicine: Nicotine lozenges. 

117d SM08124 NR medicine: Nicotine tablets (that go under the tongue). 

117e SM08125 NR medicine: Nicotine inhaler. 

 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

117f SM08126 NR medicine: Nicotine nasal spray. 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

117g SM08127 NR medicine: Nicotine water. 

117h SM08130 NR medicine: Other nicotine replacement product (specify). 

117i SM08131 Prescription:  Zyban (or Bupropion, or Wellbutrin). 

117j SM08132 Prescription:  Champix (UK, EU, AU)/ Chantix (CA, US)/ Varenicline 

117k SM08133 Prescription:  Accomplia (or Rimonabant). 

117l SM08134 Prescription:  Nortriptyline (or Norpress). 

117

m 

SM08135 Other prescription medicine (specify). 

117n SM08139 Other:  Nicobrevin. 
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117o SM08140 Other:  Unknown or generic medicine (specify) 

117p SM08130o Which other nicotine replacement medicine have you used? 

117q SM08135o Which other prescription medicine have you used? 

  CESSATION HELP 
118a SM08361 Ask if 094/SM101=1. 

Now I'm going to read out a list of statements about stop-smoking medicines.  In these statements we are referring to BOTH 

nicotine replacement medicines and prescription medicines.  Please tell me if you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor 

disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the following statements. 

Smoking status=1-3:   If you decided you wanted to quit, stop-smoking medicines would make it easier. 

Smoking status=4-6:   Stop smoking medicines make it easier to quit. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

118b SM08363 Stop-smoking medicines are too expensive. 

118c SM08365 Stop-smoking medicines are too hard to get. 

118d SM08366 Stop-smoking medicines might harm your health. 

119 SM08370 Ask if 094/SM101=1. 

If referent includes NR medicines:   Now, thinking about NICOTINE REPLACEMENT MEDICINES as a group, not just the 

ones you have tried...  As far as you know, are nicotine replacement medicines less harmful  than smoking cigarettes? 

If referent does not include any NR medicines, or if did not use any meds in 12M:    Now, thinking about nicotine 

replacement medicines...  As far as you know, are nicotine replacement medicines less harmful  than smoking cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If respondent asks, Nicobrevin is NOT a form of NR medicine. 

120 CH08801 Ask all. 

In the last 12 months – since [12M anchor] – have you visited a doctor or other health professional? 

1   Yes 

2   No 
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77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

Health professional can include: doctor, nurse, dentist, physiotherapist, occupational therapist, pharmacist / chemist, 

community health worker, Quit advisor (on a Quitline or Helpline), chiropractor, alternative/complementary health workers 

(naturopath, homeopath, herbalist, osteopath) and traditional health workers (eg, Tohunga or other traditional Māori healer). 

If response=1, go to 121a/CH811. 

Otherwise, go to 131a/CH861. 

121a CH08811 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 120/CH801=1. 

During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

Advice to quit smoking? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 121b/CH812.  

Otherwise, go to 122a/CH813. 

121b CH08812 Ask if 121a/CH811=1. 

Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 

122a CH08813 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 120/CH801=1. 

During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

Additional help or a referral to another service to help you quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 122b/CH814.  

Otherwise, go to 123/CH815. 

122b CH08814 Ask if 122a/CH813=1. 

Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 

123 CH08815 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 120/CH801=1. 

During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

A prescription for stop-smoking medicine? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 
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88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

124a CH08817 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 120/CH801=1. 

During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

Pamphlets or brochures on how to quit, including the "Quit Book"? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 124b/CH818.   

Otherwise, go to 125a/CH811v. 

124b CH08818 Ask if 124a/CH817=1. 

Did this make you think about quitting smoking? 

125a CH08811v (Derived Variable: received advice from doctor to quit, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

125b CH08813v (Derived Variable: referral from doctor to quit, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

125c CH08815v (Derived Variable: quitting RX from doctor, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

125d CH08817v (Derived Variable: pamphlet on quitting, from doctor, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

126a CH08821 Ask if smoking status=4-6 and 120/CH801=1. 

During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

Encouragement or support for quitting smoking? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 126b/CH822.   

Otherwise, go to 127a/CH823. 

126b CH08822 Ask if 126a/CH821=1. 

Did this help you to stay quit? 

127a CH08823 Ask if smoking status=4-6 and 120/CH801=1. 

During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

Additional help or a referral to another service to help you stay quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 
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99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 127b/CH824.   

Otherwise, go to 128/CH825. 

127b CH08824 Ask if 127a/CH823=1. 

Did this help you to stay quit? 

128 CH08825 Ask if smoking status=4-6 and 120/CH801=1. 

During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

A prescription for stop-smoking medicine? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

129a CH08827 Ask if smoking status=4-6 and 120/CH801=1. 

During ANY visit to the doctor or other health professional in the last 12 months, did you receive . . . 

Pamphlets or brochures on how to stay quit? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 129b/CH828.   

Otherwise, go to 130a/CH821v. 

129b CH08828 Ask if 129a/CH827=1. 

Did this help you to stay quit? 

130a CH08821v (Derived Variable: received support from doctor for having quit, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

130b CH08823v (Derived Variable: referral from doctor to quit, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

130c CH08825v (Derived Variable: quitting RX from doctor, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

130d CH08827v (Derived Variable: pamphlet on staying quit, from doctor, overall (incl those who did not visit the doctor)) 

131a CH08861 Ask all. 

In the last 12 months, have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from  . . . 

Telephone or quit line services? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 
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If response=1, go to 131b/CH863.   

Otherwise, go to 132a/CH865. 

131b CH08863 Ask if 131a/CH861=1 AND [(smoking status=1-3 and 015h/QA442v<6 months) OR (smoking status=4-6)]. 

Did this help you in your quit attempt? 

132a CH08865 Ask all. 

In the last 12 months, have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from  . . . 

The Internet. 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 132b/CH867.   

Otherwise, go to 133a/CH869. 

132b CH08867 Ask if 132a/CH865=1 AND [(smoking status=1-3 and 015h/QA442v<6 months) OR (smoking status=4-6)]. 

Did this help you in your quit attempt? 

133a CH08869 Ask all. 

In the last 12 months, have you received advice or information about quitting smoking from  . . . 

Local stop-smoking services (such as clinics or specialists)? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If they ask about Aukati Kai Paipa services or local primary health organization based services, then include these here. 

If response=1, go to 133b/CH871.   

Otherwise, go to 134/CH880. 

133b CH08871 Ask if 133a/CH869=1 AND [(smoking status=1-3 and 015h/QA442v<6 months) OR (smoking status=4-6)]. 

Did this help you in your quit attempt? 

134 CH08880 Ask all. 

In the last month, that is -- that is, since [1M anchor] -- have you noticed any advertisements for stop-smoking medicines? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

135a CH08901 Ask all. 
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Do not read out response options.  Code ALL that apply. 

Where can smokers get government-subsidised nicotine patches or gum? 

Available from Quitline. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

135b CH08902 From quitting service provider (incl Aukati Kai Paipa and Pegasus). 

If necessary, explain:  Quitting service providers include Aukati Kai Paipa and Pegasus. 

135c CH08903 G.P./ general practitioner/ family doctor. 

135d CH08904 Hospital. 

135e CH08905 Another place. 

135f CH08905o What other place? 

Enter text response. 

136 BQ08102 Ask all. 

How easy or hard is it for smokers to get help with quitting from health professionals or quit-smoking advisors? 

1   Very easy 

2   Somewhat easy 

3   Neither easy nor hard 

4   Somewhat hard 

5   Very hard 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=4-5, go to 137a/BQ103. 

Otherwise, go to 138a/BQ111. 

137a BQ08103 Ask if 136/BQ102=4-5. 

Do not read out reasons.  Check all that are mentioned. 

Why do you think it is hard for smokers to get help with quitting? 

Cost/ price. 

1   Mentioned 

2   Not mentioned 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

137b BQ08104 Lack of information about where to go. 
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137c BQ08105 No phone. 

137d BQ08106 The facilities are hard to get to/ too far away. 

137e BQ08107 Help is available but is not very good. 

137f BQ08109 Specify other _________________________________________. 

137g BQ08109o Ask if 137f/BQ109=1. 

What other reason? 

Enter text response. 

138a BQ08111 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Respondent does not need to be intending to quit to respond.  Emphasize "IF" in wording. 

Read out response options. 

Now we would like to ask you some questions on any thoughts you might have had about quitting smoking. 

If you decided to give up smoking completely in the next 6 months, how sure are you that you would succeed? 

1   Not at all sure 

2   Slightly sure 

3   Moderately sure 

4   Very sure 

5   Extremely sure 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

138b BQ08116 Ask if smoking status=4-6. 

Read out response options. 

Now we would like to ask you some questions about quitting smoking. 

Smoking status=4:   You said earlier that you are currently attempting to quit.  How sure are you that you will succeed in 

quitting smoking for good at this attempt? 

Smoking status=5-6:   How confident are you that you will remain a non-smoker? 

Go to 139b/BQ126. 

139a BQ08121 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

How easy or hard would it be for you to quit smoking if you wanted to? 

1   Very easy 

2   Somewhat easy 

3   Neither easy nor hard 

4   Somewhat hard 

5   Very hard 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 
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9   Don't know 

139b BQ08126 Ask if smoking status=4-6. 

Smoking status=4:     How easy or hard will it be to stay quit? 

Smoking status=5-6:  How easy or hard has it been to stay quit? 

 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

Go to 144a/BQ201. 

140a BQ08141 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

Are you planning to quit smoking . . . 

1   Within the next month 

2   Within the next 6 months 

3   Sometime in the future, beyond 6 months 

4   Or are you not planning to quit? 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 140b/BQ146. 

If response=2 or 3, go to 141b/BQ153. 

If response=4, go to 141a/BQ151. 

Otherwise, go to 142/BQ155. 

140b BQ08146 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 140a/BQ141=1. 

Have you set a firm date? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

141a BQ08151 Ask if smoking status=1-3 and 140a/BQ141=4. 

Do you want to quit smoking at all? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 141b/BQ153.  

Otherwise, go to 142/BQ155. 

141b BQ08153 Ask if (1) smoking status=1-3 AND (2) (140a/BQ141=1-3) OR (BQ141=4 AND 141a/BQ151=1). 

Read out response options. 
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How much do you want to quit smoking? 

1   A little 

2   Somewhat 

3   A lot 

142 BQ08155 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

When was the last time that you seriously thought about quitting smoking? 

1   Within the last month 

2   1 to 6 months 

3   7 to 12 months -- up to but not including 1 year 

4   1 to 5 years 

5   More than 5 years 

6   Never 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

143 BQ08161 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

One year from now, how much do you expect to be smoking, compared to now:  More than now, the same amount, less 

than now, or not smoking at all? 

1   A lot more than now 

2   A little more than now 

3   The same amount as now 

4   A little less than now 

5   A lot less than now, or... 

6   Not smoking at all 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If respondent answers ‘more’ or ‘less’, prompt with 'would that be a LITTLE [more/ less] or a LOT [more/ less]?' 

144a BQ08201 Ask all. 

Smoking status=1-3 & BQ141=4: 

Even though you mentioned that you are not currently planning to quit, in the past 6 months, have each of the following 

things led you to think about quitting?  -- not at all, somewhat, or very much? 

Smoking status=1-3 & BQ141<>4: 

In the past 6 months, have each of the following things led you to think about quitting?  -- not at all, somewhat, or very 

much? 

Smoking status=4-5: 
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To what extent, if at all, were each of the following things reasons for your quit attempt?  -- not at all, somewhat, or very 

much? 

Smoking status=6: 

To what extent, if at all, have each of the following things helped you to stay quit -- not at all, somewhat, or very much? 

Concern for your personal health? 

1   Not at all 

2   Somewhat 

3   Very much 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

144b BQ08203 Concern about the effect of your cigarette smoke on non-smokers? 

144c BQ08207 That society disapproves of smoking? 

144d BQ08209 The price of cigarettes? 

144e BQ08211 Smoking restrictions at work? 

144f BQ08213 Smoking restrictions in public places like restaurants, cafes or pubs? 

144g BQ08223 Availability of telephone helpline/ quitline/ information line? 

144h BQ08229 Setting an example for children? 

145 BQ08301 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Smoking status=1-3:   How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to quit smoking 

permanently in the next 6 months?    

Smoking status=4-6:   How much do you think you would benefit from health and other gains if you were to continue not 

to smoke? 

1   Not at all 

2   Slightly 

3   Moderately 

4   Very much 

5   Extremely 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

146a BQ08311 Ask if smoking status=4-6. 

Since you quit, has your capacity to enjoy the simple pleasures of life improved, gotten worse or stayed the same? 

1   Improved 

2   Worse 

3   The same 
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77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

146b BQ08313 Since you quit, has your ability to calm down when you feel stressed or upset improved, gotten worse or stayed the same? 

146c BQ08315 Since you quit, has your ability to control feelings like anger, grumpiness or annoyance improved, gotten worse or stayed 

the same? 

  ENVIRONMENTAL TOBACCO SMOKE 
147a ET08221 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

Which of the following best describes smoking inside your home? 

1   Smoking is allowed anywhere in your home 

2   Smoking is NEVER allowed ANYWHERE in your home 

3   Something in between 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

147b ET08213 

(Prev. 

ET08222) 

Ask if 147a/ET221<>2. 

Do you think you would like to make your home smoke free? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

3   Unsure 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

147c ET08115 

(Prev. 

ET227) 

Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Read out. 

How much, if at all, do you try to minimize the amount that non-smokers are exposed to your cigarette smoke? 

1   A lot 

2   Somewhat 

3   Not at all 

148 ET08321 Ask if smoking status=1-3. 

Read out response options. 

When you are in a car or other private vehicle with non-smokers, do you... 

1   Smoke as you normally smoke 

2   Never smoke 

3   Something in between 
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77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

149a ET08601b Ask all. 

Are you currently employed outside the home? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 149b/ET634. 

Otherwise, go to 150a/ET721. 

149b ET08634 Ask if 149a/ET601b=1. 

In the last month, have people smoked in indoor areas where you work? 

150a ET08721 Ask all. 

Do you think smoking SHOULD be allowed . . . 

On lifeguard-patrolled beaches? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

150b ET08722 At council-owned playgrounds? 

150c ET08723 In some of the outdoor seating areas of pubs? 

150d ET08724 Within 5 meters of the entrance to public buildings? 

150e ET08725 Cars with preschool children in them? 

151 ET08711 Ask all. 

And now thinking about the OUTDOOR eating areas of restaurants and cafés -- do you think that smoking should be allowed 

in all outdoor eating areas, in some outdoor eating areas, or not allowed in outdoor eating areas at all? 

1   All outdoor eating areas 

2   Some outdoor eating areas 

3   No outdoor eating areas at all 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 
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  PSYCHOSOCIAL: BELIEFS ABOUT SMOKING, MODERATORS 
152 PS08200 Ask all. 

Are you in favour of laws that would reduce the toxins in cigarette smoke? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If necessary, say:  Toxins are poisonous substances that can cause diseases when introduced into the body tissues. 

153a PS08203 Ask all. 

Are you in favour of laws that would reduce the addictiveness of cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=1, go to 153b/PS204. 

153b PS08204 Ask if 153a/PS203=1. 

Would you support laws that reduce the addictiveness of cigarettes even if it made the cigarettes less pleasurable to smoke? 

153c PS08211 Ask all. 

Please tell me whether you strongly disagree, disagree, neither disagree nor agree, agree, or strongly agree with each of the 

following statements. 

Smoking status=1-3:   You enjoy smoking too much to give it up.   

Smoking status=4-6:   You enjoy smoking too much to give it up for good. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

153d PS08213 

(Prev. 

PS214) 

Cigarette smoke is dangerous to non-smokers. 

153e PS08215 If you had to do it over again, you would not have started smoking. 

153f PS08217 Smoking status=1-3:    Smoking calms you down when you are stressed or upset. 

Smoking status=4-6:    Smoking used to calm you down when you were stressed or upset. 

153g PS08219 Smoking status=1-3:   You spend too much money on cigarettes. 
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Smoking status=4-6:   When you were smoking, you used to spend too much money on cigarettes. 

153h PS08223 Smoking status=1-3   Smoking is an important part of your life. 

Smoking status=4-6   Smoking was an important part of your life. 

153i PS08225 Smoking status=1-3:   Smoking helps you control your weight. 

Smoking status=4-6:   Smoking helps control weight. 

153j PS08227 You have strong mixed emotions both for and against smoking, all at the same time. 

153k PS08229 People who are important to you believe that you should not smoke. 

153l PS08231 FR309v=1-3: There are fewer and fewer places where you feel comfortable about smoking. 

FR309v=4-6: There are fewer and fewer places where you would feel comfortable about smoking. 

153

m 

PS08233 Society disapproves of smoking. 

153n PS08235 Ask if smoking status=4-6. 

Smoking makes it easier to socialize. 

153o PS08241 Ask all. 

If a cigarette tastes lighter, it means you get less tar. 

153p PS08243 The harsher the smoke feels in your throat, the more dangerous the smoke is likely to be. 

153q LM08701 Have you ever smoked menthol cigarettes? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

153r LM08703 

(Prev. 

LM701a) 

Ask if 153q/LM701=1. 

Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following 

statements about menthol cigarettes. 

Menthol cigarettes are less harmful than regular cigarettes. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

153s LM08705 

(Prev. 

LM701b) 

Menthol cigarettes are smoother on your throat and chest than regular cigarettes. 

153t DI08251 Ask if 153q/LM701=1 and smoking status=1-3. 

You worry that your smoking will influence the children around you to start or continue smoking. 

  TOBACCO INDUSTRY 
154a IN08210 Ask all. 
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I am going to read you some statements about tobacco companies.  Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither 

agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with each of the following statements. 

Tobacco companies have done everything they can to reduce the harm caused by smoking. 

1   Strongly agree 

2   Agree 

3   Neither agree nor disagree 

4   Disagree 

5   Strongly disagree 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

154b IN08214 

(Prev. 

IN211) 

Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with the following 

statement. 

Tobacco companies should not be allowed to promote cigarettes at all, but only make them available to adults who want to 

smoke them. 

154c IN08220 Tobacco companies should be required to sell cigarettes in plain packages -- that is, in packs without any brand names or 

fancy designs. 

154d IN08213 Tobacco products should be more tightly regulated. 

154e IN08217 Tobacco companies should take responsibility for the harm caused by smoking. 

154f IN08311 The government should do more to tackle the harm done by smoking. 

154g IN08312 If effective nicotine substitutes that are not smoked became available, the government should then set a date to ban 

cigarette sales in ten years time. 

If respondent asks what substitutes, say: "New types of medicinal nicotine products that can be breathed or swallowed. 

  PERCEIVED RISK 
155a PR08323 Ask if smoking status=4-6. 

Now that you have quit, taking all things into account, is your overall quality of life a lot better, a little better, about the 

same, a little worse, or a lot worse than it was when you were smoking? 

1   A lot better 

2   A little better 

3   About the same 

4   A little worse 

5   A lot worse 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

If response=4 or 5, go to 155b/PR325.   
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Otherwise, go to 155c/PR329. 

155b PR08325 Ask if smoking status=4-6 and 155a/PR323=4 or 5. 

If you continue not to smoke, do you expect your quality of life to eventually return to the level it was at when you smoked? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

7   Not applicable 

8   Refused 

9   Don't know 

155c PR08329 Ask if smoking status=4-6. 

How worried are you that, even though you quit smoking, you will still get some smoking-related illness in the future? 

1   Not at all worried 

2   A little worried 

3   Moderately worried 

4   Very worried 

77   Not Applicable 

88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

  MODERATORS 
156 DI08241 Ask all. 

Of the five closest friends or acquaintances that you spend time with on a regular basis, how many of them are smokers? 

1   0 

2   1 

3   2 

4   3 

5   4 

6   5 

Record number between 0 and 5. 

157 DI08301 Ask all. 

Read out response options. 

What is your overall opinion of smoking?  Is it . . . ? 

1   Very positive 

2   Positive 

3   Neither positive nor negative 

4   Negative 

5   Very negative 

77   Not Applicable 
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88   Refused 

99   Can't Say 

158a AI08507 Ask if 006/BI229=2. 

This is the end of the questions. Thank you very much for your help with this important survey. A $20 voucher will be posted 

to you in the next few days. I just need to check your address for posting. Is it... 

NAME:  [%NAME] 

Street: [%ADDRESS1] 

Suburb: [%ADDRESS2] 

Town/City: [%ADDRESS3], Postcode: [%POSTCODE]. 

 

Could I also check your phone number, mobile phone and email address... 

Phone: [%ITN]          Mobile phone: [%MOBILE] 

Email: [%EMAIL] 

Finally, as mentioned in the question and answer sheet that the Ministry of Health sent you, in about a year from now, we 

plan to contact you again to set up a time for the next survey. 

1   Change name 

2   Address 

3   Change landline phone 

4   Change mobile phone 

5   Change email 

6   All details ok 

7   Do not wish to get the voucher 

If the address has changed or any contact details are missing, check these, including the landline phone number, the mobile 

phone number, and the email address. 

 

IF THE RESPONDENT ASKS ABOUT GETTING A DIFFERENT VOUCHER INSTEAD,SAY: "Sorry but we only have Warehouse 

vouchers available. 

IF THEY ASK HOW ROY MORGAN KNOWS THE ADDRESS SAY: This information was from the NZ Health Survey information 

collected by the Ministry of Health, and because you agreed to be recontacted when you completed the Health Survey." 

If gave address, go to add2. 

If did not give address, go to add3. 

158b AI08508 If gave address in add1:  Prior to calling you, we will be sending you another letter as a friendly reminder and another 

voucher as a token of our thanks.  In order to make sure that the reminder letter and voucher for the next survey reaches 

you we would like to keep your contact information up to date.  Do you anticipate that your address or phone number will 

change at any time over the next year? 

If did not give address in add1:  We would like to keep your contact information up to date.  Do you anticipate that your 

phone number will change at any time over the next year? 

1   Yes 
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2   No 

If details will change, enter new contact information and date when it takes effect. 

159a AI08522 We have also found it helpful in recontacting people after about a year to obtain the name and phone number of someone 

not living with you, such as a close friend or a relative, who can help us in case we are having trouble contacting you.  Could 

you please provide the name and phone number of that person? 

1   Yes 

2   No 

159b AI08522b Ask if 159a/AI522=1. 

Interviewer Note: Ask for other contact name and address. 

160 AI08535 This is the end of the questions. Thank you very much for your help with this important survey. A voucher will be posted to 

you in the next few days.  

 

As I mentioned, my name is [SAY NAME], I am from Roy Morgan Research, New Zealand and this research is carried out in 

compliance with the Privacy Act. The information you provided will be used for research purposes. 

 

Goodbye. [End of survey] 

161 BI08526 Importance of Survey – Who is doing it: 

This is a survey of smokers in New Zealand and over 10 other countries. This survey is one way for us to get the views of 

smokers on issues that are relevant to them. Another goal of the survey is also to find out how smokers in New Zealand are 

the same or different in their views towards smoking. Some people find the questions quite interesting.  

 

The NZ director of this research project is: 

 

Dr Nick Wilson, University of Otago (Ph (04) 385 5541 Ext 6469) or mobile: 021 2045 523.  

 

For extra information please ring the free phone for Roy Morgan Research: 0800 844 755. 

162a BI08528 What’s in it for me?  

 

We will compensate you for your time and effort by posting you a $20 Warehouse voucher after you answer the questions. 

 

Some people find the questions quite interesting. 

162b BI08528b HISTORY OF ROY MORGAN RESEARCH 

  

"Roy Morgan is an international research firm based in Australia where we are one of Australia's largest and best known 

research firms.  
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Our clients are Governments and organisations in virtually every economic sector. We have also conducted numerous 

international studies. We've been conducting surveys since 1941, and we pride ourselves on the accuracy and integrity of 

our work. 

163 BI08530 Next survey – how many times will you call me?  

We would like to get your views as things change in New Zealand. So we would like to recontact you again in about a year 

from now and in a year after that. We will, of course compensate you for your time with a voucher each time you complete 

the survey. Also, you can decide not to participate further at any point of time. 
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VarName Changes 
 

New Name Old Name Date Survey Changed By Reasoning 

ET115 ET227 11-Apr-14 NZ2-C Michelle M Due to conflicting meaning in 

SEA surveys for VarName 

ET227.  Meaning for the 

changed surveys reflects 

ET115. 

IN214 IN211 08-Oct-13 NZ2-C Shelly J It was clear from the context 

that NZ at W2 went with the 

new 4C wording (which 

changed at W6) and we 

didn’t update the varname. 

LM705 LM701b 21-Jan-15 NZ2-C Ruth L Somehow NZ2-C included 2 

questions as LM107a and b, 

both of which exist elsewhere 

and have assigned 

varnames.  LM701 is also 

already assigned, to ‘have 

you tried menthol’, so both a 

and b needed to have 

varname changes. 

LM703 LM701a 21-Jan-15 NZ2-C Ruth L Somehow NZ2-C included 2 

questions as LM107a and b, 

both of which exist elsewhere 

and have assigned 

varnames.  LM701 is also 

already assigned, to ‘have 

you tried menthol’, so both a 

and b needed to have 

varname changes. 

WL507 WL449 21-Jan-15 NZ2-C Ruth L This same question is WL507 

in all other countries, so 

WL449 is not needed 

anywhere. 

PS213 PS214 01-Apr-15 NZ2-C Ruth L PS208, PS213, and PS214 

were all being used for a mix 
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of two wordings: 'cigarette 

smoke is dangerous to non-

smokers' and 'YOUR cigarette 

smoke is dangerous to non-

smokers'.  PS208 was 

retained for the 'YOUR 

smoke' version, because 

there was documentation of 

that intention.  PS213 was 

retained for the generic 

'smoke is…' version, and 

PS214 was deleted entirely. 

QA235u QA235 11-May-15 NZ2-C Michelle M Assigned QA235u VarName 

to countries that use this 

variable for time-unit 

selection (e.g. respond in 

days, weeks, months) prior 

to recording response. This 

keeps QA235 VarName for 

countries asking for a 

categorical response (of time 

remained smoke-free). 

ET08213 ET08222 23-Nov-15 NZ2-C Ruth L NZ was using this varname 

for a very different question 

than other countries.  Anne 

and Nadia want to use the 

question in NZL1, with a new 

varname. 

BI08255 BI08245 25-Apr-16 NZ2-C Michelle M NZ2-C had incorrectly used 

BI245 instead of BI255 for 

'let's get started' survey 

variable. Fixed now, and also 

in new NZL1. 

LM08112 LM08310a 08-Sep-16 NZ2-C Michelle M Changed to the more 

accurate VarName that is 

used for this question in 

other ITC surveys. 

LM08113 LM08310b 08-Sep-16 NZ2-C Michelle M Changed to the more 

accurate VarName that is 
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used for this question in 

other ITC surveys. 

LM08361 LM08310c 08-Sep-16 NZ2-C Michelle M Changed to the more 

accurate VarName that is 

used for this question in 

other ITC surveys. 

LM08363 LM08310d 08-Sep-16 NZ2-C Michelle M Changed to the more 

accurate VarName that is 

used for this question in 

other ITC surveys. 

LM08365 LM08310e 08-Sep-16 NZ2-C Michelle M Changed to the more 

accurate VarName that is 

used for this question in 

other ITC surveys. 

LM08367 LM08310f 08-Sep-16 NZ2-C Michelle M Changed to the more 

accurate VarName that is 

used for this question in 

other ITC surveys. 

WL08449 WL08448 07-Dec-16 NZ2-C Ruth L There were 2 very different 

meanings for WL448.  The 

NZ varname was changed, to 

affect as few surveys as 

possible. 

WL08449o WL08448o 07-Dec-16 NZ2-C Ruth L There were 2 very different 

meanings for WL448.  The 

NZ varname was changed, to 

affect as few surveys as 

possible. 

BI08241 BI08237 28-Jun-17 NZ2-C Michelle M To free up some variables in 

the gender range, we have to 

change other varnames, 

because right now BI240 is a 

one-number range for 

gender.   

 

BI237 is used only in NZ2 

and NZL1.  BI237 is now 

reassigned as BI241 as it's 

already being used for a 
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similar purpose in other 

surveys (incl. NZ1). 

BI08439 BI08239 28-Jun-17 NZ2-C Michelle M To free up some variables in 

the gender range, we have to 

change other varnames, 

because right now BI240 is a 

one-number range for 

gender.  BI239 is used only 

in NZ2 and NZL1.  BI239 is 

now reassigned as BI439 as 

it's already being used for a 

similar purpose in other 

surveys. 

 


